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AJ1STKACT 

A limitation on the neutron flux obtainable from j. Jton or 
dcutcron induced reactions is the heating of the target >y the 
accelerated charged particles. The heat can be removed more easily 
if the target moves. We have investigated the possibility of using 
a rotating Be tnigct and a heavy water jet as a target for bombard
ment by 35-MeV dcuterons. In a thick Be metal target moving at 
10 m/scc through such a bear; of 1 cm diameter a temperature pulse 
of about 300 0C win. be produced by t"ic 0,3 Ml' beam. The Re target 
should pc able to withstand such a temperature pulse. A l>c target 
suitable for 3 H.' of power in a 1 cm diameter bean i;ould require 
internal cooling and a higher velocity. A free jet of heavy water 
is also a possible target. La5;cr photographs of water jets in 
vacuum show s ull angles of divergence. The effect of heating by 
a 0.3 HW beam is probably not important because the tenperature 
rise produced by the beam is small compared to the absolute tem
perature of the unheated jet. 

INTRODUCTION 

Existing or proposed neutron sources for the CTK materials research 
program use reactions induced by accelerated hydrogen isotopes. Ilcnt:lng 
caused by slowing down of the charged particles in the targets of these 
sources limits the obtainable neutron flux. The allowable power density 
can be increased If the tarp.et roves so that heat is removed from the 
reaction zone by mass transport as î ell as convection and conduct.'on. The 
acceptable temperature depends on the tarp.et system. Solid tritides must be 
kept to relatively low temperatures to prevent decomposition of the compound 
and diffusive loss of the Lritiui.J. Jet systems are generally limited by the 
stability of the jet* A molten lithium metal or lithium compound tarprt is 
limited 1-3' the stability of tltc How and by the Hc^ai-inl-la surface vapor
ization rate. A beryllium carpet is JIm.ited by temperature and stress 
induced by temperature gradients, "Ibis paper describes targets for neutron 
production by the reactions of deuterium with I)„0 and He, 
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In order to provide a spectrum similar to that on the first wall of a 
fusion reactor, one can use instead of the D-T reaction the reaction of hiph 
encrpy dcuterons with other lipht nuclides. The tarp/:ts that appear most 
suitabji: both on the basis of case of preparation and coolinp and on the 
basis of neutron yield are deuterium and beryllium. For a deuterium tnrpet 
a jet D O water is considered in this paper, and for beryllium, a metal 
wheel, l.'e have in addition considered a beryllium metal target with internal 
I)„0 water coolinp. The spectrum of neutrons from the deutcron bombardment of 
a thick lie tarpet has recently been neasured by J!eulders [1] et al , Their 
results for a bombardinp enerpy of 33 I'eV are shown in Tip,. 1. Tito most 
probable neutron cnerpy is near 14 ;'eV. The yield of neutrons of cnerpy 
greater than 4 MeV is 2.8 X 10-•'••'• yC~^ r,r" . The yie'd of neutrons frow the 
deutaron bombardment of D o0 would be somchwat lower than this value. The 
spectrum of neutrons f roir.**encrpetic dcuterons on a thick D n0 tarpot is not 
well known, but an extrapolation from lower enerpies Indicates thnt enerpetic 
deutcrons on DoO v.'ill produce neutrons with sliphtly hipher aver ape enerpy 
than dcutcrons on beryllium. 

It is difficult to corpare radiation dnmapc from the d 4- Be neutrons 
with that in a fusion reactor because of the lack of knowledpc of nuclear 
cross sections. Ue have carried out calculations of the effect on x.lb of 
neutrons from the bombardment of • thick He tarpct by 20-MeV deuterons. For 
this spectrum, the primary recoil spectrum is deficient in recoils of Ioi\ 
enerpy an., extends to sliphtly hipher cnerpies than for the first wall of7 a 
fvrirv r̂ -ict̂ r.- Ynr h-iolipr enprpy deutorons the recoil spectrum wij.l. extend 
to even higher energies. Although pertinent (n, a) cross sections arc not 
well known, wo estimate that neutrons from 35-MeV deuterons incident on Be 
will produce more helium per displaced atom, that neutrons at the first wall 
of a fusion reactor. 

ROTATING Be TARGET 

We have studied the expected behavior of a rotat inp Be wheel under 
bombardment by 8.6 mA and 8o rA of 35~MeV deuterons. Tn order to stop the 
dcuterons the Be tarpet must be 5 mm thick. I'e have chosen for this analysis 
a 1 p,/cn:* tliick disk and have calculated the temperature transients produced 
by the bean in the rotatinp tarpet. The calculations used the TBI'*']1 [2] com
puter prop,ram with, temperature-dependent specific heat and thermal conductiv
ity [3] as shown in Fip. 2. I'e assumed no heat removal. An initial temper
ature of 300°C was used. 

The dnutcron beam was assumed to be cylindrically symmetric witli a 
Caussian profile. The enerpy deposited jn an element of the tarr-nt as it 
ir.oves throuph the beam is proportional to the total beam power and inversely 
proportional to both the beam diameter and the linear velocity of the tarpct 
element. 

The cnerp.y deposition by 35-MeV deuterons as a function of dentil in Be is 
shown in Fip. 3. The values near the end of the ranpo, i.e., below 3 I'eV 
include the effect of s era pp.3 in p. As a result of ;> trnt'cl inp, the maximum 
linear enerpy tran:;icr by the buam occurs when the avciap.e deulcroa enerpy Js 
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2 McV and it is half that of a dcuteron at an energy of 2 !!cV. For the cal
culation the target was divided into 100 layers of 54 )Jir. thicknesses; the 
deuterons stop before the eighty-second layer. 

Calculations were carried out for the following three cases: 
Beam Diameter Bean Power Linear Target 

0 a s e (1TO1H) (cm) (Ml'.') Velocity <m/s) 

(a) 1 0.3 10 
(b) 10 3 10 
(c) 10 3 100 

The calculations showed that in all cases the depth at which the hiphest 
temperature is reached is slightly closer to the surface of entry than the 
depth of maximum energy deposition. Tip,, 4 shows a plot of the temperature 
versus logarithm of time for the clement reaching the highest temperature for 
case (a). For case (b) the highest temperature In 475°C and for case (c) 
33Q°C. 

The target could he cooled by circulating ..".iter behind it. The hifhest 
beam power density occur;: in case (a), i.e., 0,27 (•"..'/cm'*. If the deutcron 
bean in incident at a radius of 0.5 m from the axis of target rotation, the 
tire averaged heat flux at this radius is O.f.5 k\'/cm<-. There is no problem 
in remuviuh this heat bv cooling vnler. This heat flux is comparable to that 

soir,e time. 

Stress on the rotating target v.'heel caused by centrifugal forcer, is very 
snail compared to the tensile strenpth for tile 10 m/s case, and even at 100 
m/s the tensile strenpth is at least an order of magnitude j'reater than the 
stress. The stress resulting, from thermal gradients was er.tirated by assum
ing that the bean produced an elliptical heated area on a flat plate. The 
area was assumed elliptical rather than circular to take into account the 
rotation of the target. The eccentricity was assumed to be 0,5, and the tem
perature of the ellipse was taken to he 285°C above the unhealed part of the 
plate. The resulting stress at the tip of the ellipse would be 600 ITn 
(80 ksi), which is higher than acceptable, A more realistic calculation will 
result in a reduction of the stress, but this calculation has not yet been 
performed. 

r.0TATi::c lie ACT r>2o TAUCKT 

Instead of cooling the back side of the rotating fie target, the cooling 
water could he circulated inside the lie, A similar internally cooled target 
made of copper has been designed and tested for iu,e as backing, for a trilium 
target. The large licit transfer coefficient and channel surface area in this 
design permits the use of a smaller target diameter. Internal cooling at the 
end of the deuteron range would move the temperature spike into the water and 
would eliminate the problem cniiM'd by deuteron implantnt iea in the I'e, Tf 
P 0 were used as a coolant instead of 11,0 the neutron yield would he increased. 
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A section throuj'.h a po-jsiblc tai-j.et is shown in Tift. 3. Vatcr would 
flow radially outward through 0.5 r.x.i wifj'ly channels pichint'. up heat by 
direct deposition and hy forced convcctivu transport froiv. the l'.c. Coolant 
would he returned throuj'h the larger channel picking up additional heat and 
deposited deuterium. In order to calculate the temperature in the lie, a two-
diirension--1 j'.eomctry with 132 elements was used, r.urface heat removal was 
included hy usinn a surlacc heat transfer coefficient of 17 Vfcn? °C, a value 
we have neasured in similar channels. Water in the su-.all channels was at 
100°C while that returning in the larger channel was at 200°r. The variation 
of temperature with tire w.-s calculated for a section of the target rovinr. 
with a linear velocity of 100 m/s at a radius of 0.16 rr. This corresponds to 
a rate of rotation of 6000 rpp. The hcatinf, pulse from the hear was repeated 
for successive target revolutions until the temperature cycle repeated. Kor 
a power of 3 M< and a bear, diameter of 1.0 en (11.1!;') , the following terper-
atures were found.' rcaxir:un temperature in the target s= 365°C; temperature 
variation of tarp.et elerents : 100°C; maximum temperature difference throuph 
the thickness of the tarr.et at any point in the cycle = 95°C. 

A D O JET 

Die use of the d +• !> reaction as an intense source of hirh encrcy 
neutrons has the difficulty that there docs not appear to lie any pure 
deutcriufi tarp.et available in which the required heon power ran be dissipated 
and in which the deutcrons can he stopped in an acceptable dir.tnnrc. For 
this reasoi. vc have considered the possibility of orployinj- a freo-staudinp 
jet of heavy water as a tar.cet for borbardi:.cnt by onerr.etic deuterons. 

Since the beam transport systcr: must be under vacuuir, it would be desir
able for the rep.iou surrounding, the jet to be at lew pressure. V'e have meas
ured the pressure in a char.her through which a jet of ordinary water was 
injected at velocities up to 300 n/s. An opening in the chnrber perriited 
tlie jet to exhaust into an effluent pipe which was open to the atr.osphcre. 
Sufficient purpinr. effect is provided by the passjife of the jet throufh the 
chan.ber to reduce the cha: ber pressure to the vapor pressure of the water at 
inlet temperature (- 9 r.i: !!p,). Dy pur.pini; on the chamber with a A 1/s rcch-
anical pimp the pressure could he raintained at 670 ]'n (5 rr:! III'.) , the vapor 
pressure of water at 0°C. 

He have photographed the jet in vacuum flovinf nt different rates. At 
low velocities the flow i." larinai". J'lj'., 6 shows a 2 rr. dimeter jet flo'.-inr 
at 0.5 ri/s, lif, 7 is a 20 ns exposure of a jet flowinf at 200 r:/s and 
havin.p. a diameter of 2 r.r.. The aurlo of diverrenco of the jet increases 
slowly with increasing'. I'.eynolds nurbcr but regains below 3" included nnple 
for all velocities tested. The driving forces tending to expand the let are 
vapor pressure, surface interactions and turbulence. Jets in vacuun divcrp.o 
less than the sane velocity jet in air at one atiosphore, "o observable 
chance in divergence occurs as a result of varyinr. inlet tci-perature between 
10"C a.vd 20°C, Jet turbulence seens to he the rajor influence on the ancle 
of divergence. This is particularly noticahle in our testy with 1 era diam
eter jets. 



Ue have considered the effect of a 0,3 Ifi.' beam of MS-MnV douterons on a 
jet villi a rectangular cross -section 1 en X 2 cm and f J ovinp, i*ith a velocity 
of 300 i,i/r. The beam is assumed to be normal to the 2 en face of the jet am' 
to have a Gaussian profile with a diameter of 1 cm (PhTP1). peuterons of this 
enerpy have a ranpc of about 0.7 en. Tn the C7 ]is required for the vater to 
traverse the deuteron bean (2 X IVliM) , heat is conducted throuph only 6 l.'tr, 
based on the thermal diffusivity of 1.2 >: 30"^ r^/sec for heavy water. This 
distance is sr.all compared to the width of the Brapp. peak so that conduction 
during the transit time can be neglected. The maximum temperature increase 
in the temperature of the jet occurs at the depth of the brapp. peak. If 
strapplinp. is taken into account, the larr.er.t rate of enerpy loss of the 
deuteron beam is IT, 1'oV/rn, For a 0.3 M.' beam this produces a temperature 
rise of 2Ci°C in a jet flowinp 300 r/s. This actual Ttiaxir.um ter.pernture 
increase will be smaller than this value because of mixinp with cooler vater 
on either side of the zone of ra::imum encrpy deposition. The averapo ter— 
perature rise in the vater will he much smaller. 1'or the 300 r>/s jet the 
flow is 0.06 nrVs and the averape temperature increase produced by 0.3 !;'..-
will be ~ l'C. 

The pressure required to drive the jet at 300 n/s is /»5 MP a (7 ksi) and 
the power required for 2 cm arcn is 2.7 IV, This pow»;r will he converted to 
heat in the collection system. Pip. 8 shows how the jet velocity and powei-
vary with supply pressure. 

Snfi'AP.Y 

Ucutruns from the reaction of deuterons with Be and 1)00 appear useful to 
the CTR materials propran. Tnrpets which would utilize 0.3 >S.' of 35-!'eV 
deuterons to produce a neutron source with dimensions on the order of 1 cm 
appear feasible. Such tarp.ets which would dissipate 3 !!l' could probably be 
developed. Por larper diameter beams even larper powers could be utilized. 
In addition to the applications considered in the text,, the possibility 
exists that a jet of !\0 nip.ht also be \ised as a tarp.cl to neutrons using 
the T) (.t,n) reaction. 
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rig. I The neutron spectrum and yield at 0° from 33-t'eV deuteroiis 
incident on Pe from Ref. 1. 

Fig. 2 Thermal conductivity and specific heat of Do as used in temperature 
calculations. 

Fig. 3 t'tiergy loss versus depth for a hean of 2£-/feV deaterons incident on 
Be. The stop variation plotted was used for the calculations and is 
an approximation of the actual snooth curve. 

Fig. A Turcperaturu of the hottest point in a thick Be target passed through 
a 0.3 !iU beam of 35-lteV deutcrons with a diapoter of 1 en {P'lit!). 

Fig. 5 A section through an internally cooled Be target. 

Fig, G Laminar flow water j e t in vacuum. 

Fig. 7 Turbulent uater jet in vacuum. 

Fig, C The effect of supply pressure on jet velocity and power for a 
o 

frietionloss incompressible fluid. The power is per dm of jet 
cross section. 
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fifiure 6 
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Figure 7 
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